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Scope of the Study

Given the development of power networks in all energy systems within the Unified Power System 
of Central Asia (UPS CA), conditions have been created urgently calling for a revision of the existing 
Electricity Transit Methodology.

The main reason for such a revision is that with the emergence of multi-circular schemes, the methodology 
principles for determining transit routes has stopped working. An attempt to have the existing transit 
methodology modified by a UPS CA working group was not productive. Therefore, the Coordination Power 
Council of Central Asia tasked the Coordination Dispatch Centre Energiya to develop a new methodology 
to mainstream global practices.

The purpose of the report is to analyse issues related to electricity transit in selected countries if Central 
and South Asia, to compare existing transit pricing methodologies and to make recommendations to the 
respective decision making bodies in the region. This report reviews both existing and proposed approaches 
to the pricing of electricity transit. As a result, ITC-model (inter-TSO compensation for transit) used by the 
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity was selected as the most promising 
solution for UPS CA.

An ITC-model has been developed for the existing UPS CA pattern, allowing for any complexity of 
configuration, including those involving new connections. The ITC-model calculations have been 
compared with UPS CA actual data for 20�2, displaying a high degree of coincidence and giving rise to a 
recommendation that the model so developed be applied in UPS CA practices.

Background Information

In Soviet times, the energy systems in Central Asian Republics were designed to make the most of existing 
fuel and energy resources and seasonal power exchanges between countries. Within the regional United 
Power System, thermal power stations in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan were interconnected 
with hydropower systems in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. Such scheme allowed the latter two countries to 
export electricity in summer when their hydropower plants operated at peak load and import power in 
deficit winter time. Water discharges from hydropower plants in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan were prioritised 
to meet the irrigation needs of the downstream countries.

In line with each Republic’s energy system planning, dispatch plans were drawn not only for power stations 
but also for inter-system flows, with all such planning intended to streamline the operations of pooled 
entities as a whole. Trading volumes were based on process flows between energy systems.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in �99�, Central Asian countries embarked on a course towards energy 
self-sufficiency. With higher energy prices, countries endowed with fossil fuels made more on fuel exports 
from the region. As a result, the established energy interchanges collapsed. The break-up of the unified 
banking system and introduction of national currencies called for barter energy transactions at the initial 
stage of economic reform.

As a consequence, the notion of “commercial interchanges” was introduced instead of “process 
interchanges”, with the former denoting the balancing of process interchanges. Calculation of such 
commercial interchanges became the responsibility of the Central Asian Unified Dispatch Office (currently, 
the Coordination Dispatch Centre Energiya). As a result, power trading dropped from 25 GWh in �990 to 
2.3 GWh in 20�0. One should clearly understand that such reductions were primarily caused by a shift to the 
new calculation methodology (from “process” to “commercial” interchanges). On a parallel track, inter-state 
electricity trading was decreasing for the aforementioned “self-balancing” reasons.

In turn, this led to more frequent unproductive discharges of water in summer in upstream countries due 
to low demand for electricity and limited capacity of reservoirs while Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan experienced 
power shortages in winter. Such situations are vividly exemplified by wintertime power shortages during 
dry years, especially in 2007-2008.
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With lower power interchanges combined with reduced supplies of fuel resources, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan 
had to switch their respective hydropower plants from irrigation to energy mode with predominant 
electricity generation in winter. Given that water is needed for irrigation purposes in summer, problems 
emerged in regard of reservoir operations. This resulted in a situation where some countries are using 
organic fuels to generate electricity instead of importing it from their neighbours’ hydropower plants on a 
mutually advantageous basis.

Such commercialisation of power interchanges has called for the introduction of a new notion – electricity 
transit. The independently operating United Power System of Central Asia had to come up in no time with 
a methodology to determine the scope of service required to transit electricity. Such transit methodology, 
which is still in effect, has played a significant role in regularising relationships between energy systems. 
In particular, the methodology requires obtaining authorisations for electricity transit, which sometimes 
involves linkages with other unrelated problems. As a result, situations have emerged where the already 
existing agreements were not operational. For example, such transit-related difficulties caused the Turkmen 
energy system to break away from the UPS CA to operate with the Iranian power grid.

At the present time, the UPS CA includes the energy systems of Southern Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and 
Uzbekistan that operate in parallel. Since December �, 2009, the power hungry energy system in Tajikistan 
has been operating independently because of power and electricity balancing problems, except for 
individual areas in Northern Tajikistan which get electricity from the Kyrgyz energy system.

Some non-generating parts of the Afghanistan power grid operate with the UPS CA on the so called “island” 
basis, connected to the energy systems of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, respectively.

Schematic map of 220 to 500 kV main power grids of the United Power System of Central Asia

Current Issues

Parallel operations of two or more power systems inevitably give rise to cross-border flows. The majority of 
these are scheduled interchanges (contracts of sale, supplies under agreements between system operators, 
etc.). All such agreements are incorporated into the dispatch schedules of interconnected power systems. 
Nonetheless, even if no agreements have been executed for electricity supplies and interchanges caused 
by commercial supplies, some power flows are inevitable for certain reasons.
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One of the key challenges is unscheduled power flows. The difference between the actual volume of the 
flow through interconnections between power systems and the volume reflected in the dispatch schedule 
is considered an unscheduled flow. Moreover, chances that unscheduled flows will occur and ways to 
resolve them should be incorporated in the national regulatory framework.

Efficient parallel operations of power systems require those standard operating procedures, regulations, 
operating rules and other codes governing, among other things, unscheduled flows.

The operating framework of the UPS CA includes an agreement on compensation of costs relating to the 
supply of “balancing power”. Thus, if there are specific agreements in place, then an unscheduled flow 
compensation agreement absolutely must contain references to such agreements. In the absence of such 
agreements, unscheduled flow compensation agreements must detail the terms and methodologies for 
calculating compensation depending on the reason that caused such unscheduled flows. The difficulty 
and sometimes complete infeasibility to resolve transit and process interchanges of electricity solely on 
a bilateral basis are that contracting parties approach the definitions of technical and economic terms 
differently already at the initial stage of their relationship.

Given that this involves corresponding financial and economic relationships, there may be manifestations 
of “heavy-handed” influence by some partners on others in contracting for transit of electricity or such 
contracts may be renegotiated causing damage to prospective partners.

The fact that the Turkmenistan power system discontinued parallel operations with the UPS CA in 2003 
serves as a vivid example of what unresolved transit issues may cause. The Turkmen power system intended 
to sell electricity to Tajikistan and Kazakhstan using Uzbek power grids and successfully did so from �996 
to 2002 (i.e. in 200�, over � billion kWh was supplied to Tajikistan from Turkmenistan through Uzbekistan’s 
grids, and both the Turkmen and the Uzbek power systems benefited a lot from such operations). However, in 
the following years Uzbekistan did not allow such transit for various reasons, causing the Turkmen power 
system to stop operating in parallel due to the potential loss of profit.

Comparative Analysis - Key Findings

The existing methodology for transit calculations in the United Power System of Central Asia and 
Sothern Kazakhstan does not embrace all potential options, at times hampering timely and appropriate 
contracting.

Major challenges will arise in determining directions of transit involving unscheduled power flows that 
will result – due to the need to allocate transit between the shoulders of the 500 kV Ring – in considerable 
complications and delays in contracting, among other things, for unscheduled flows between the systems 
(unscheduled flows are uncontracted flows, with relevant contracts entered into after the event).

In the first instance, it is necessary to revise the methodology concept of conventional destinations with 
proportional factors, which has been adopted as a compromise solution for the single 500 kV Ring in 
existence. With the commissioning of new lines and emergence of a multiring scheme in the UPS CA, the 
concept of proportional factors derived from the physical power flow will make no sense. Indeed, if an 
energy system puts into operation a new line with a capacity enabling the required power flows, then, 
logically, there is no need to pay for transit through the bypass lines of the neighbouring systems. If the 
concept of physical flow is retained, the only way to avoid paying for transit through bypass lines would 
be to switch them off, which is not consistent with the logic of commissioning new lines and ensuring 
energy system reliability.

For the purpose of this study, the following transit methodologies have been reviewed:

• BRELL Draft Methodology Guidelines for Electricity Transit through the Electrical Ring “Belarus – Russia 
– Estonia – Latvia – Lithuania”

• Draft Methodology for Calculating Tariff for Transit of Russian Electricity through Belarus Power Grids
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• the existing Methodology for Transit Calculations in the United Power System of Central Asia and 
Sothern Kazakhstan

• ENTSO-E’s existing ITC model

• Methodology for Calculating Fees for Electricity Transmission and Transit Services within the Power Pool 
of the CIS Member States

As a result of this revision, the following observations were made:

• The BRELL Draft Methodology Guidelines for Electricity Transit represents the early stage of ENTSO-E’s 
ITC model, which has repeatedly been reworked and made significant headway, i.e. the UPS CA should 
base itself on an improved model

• The Draft Methodology for Calculating Tariff for Transit of Russian Electricity through Belarus Power 
Grids did not meet with BRELL’s support and was never implemented. With this in mind, it would not be 
rational for the UPS CA to use this methodology

• The methodology for calculating fees for electricity transmission and transit services within the CIS 
energy pool remained a draft and never saw practical application. The main reason is that it attempted 
to incorporate all nuances of the relatively complex process of allocating transit flows and all related 
issues. The outcome was a cumbersome, complicated and non-transparent mechanism and, for that 
matter, the methodology remained ink on paper

• The existing Methodology for transit calculations in the United Power System of Central Asia and 
Sothern Kazakhstan does not embrace all potential options, at times hampering timely and appropriate 
contracting. Major challenges will arise in determining directions of transit involving unscheduled 
power flows that will result – due to the need to allocate transit between the shoulders of the 500 kV 
Ring – in considerable complications and delays in contracting, among other things, for unscheduled 
flows between the systems

• Based on a critical analysis of these methodologies, ENTSO-E’s ITC model was selected as the most 
appropriate for calculating compensations relevant to cross-border flows. ENTSO-E’s model has the 
following positive features that make this model suitable for UPS CA case:

- The power grid configured in the model corresponds to the actual grid that is used for transit

- There is no need to calculate allocation factors for complex networks (the network is only used to 
calculate losses)

- Transit quantities are determined on the basis of export and import flow data

- Taken into account are not only transit flows but also the network’s own flows

- Transit impacts on network losses are taken into consideration

Conclusion

The ENTSO-E’s ITC model has been adapted to the UPS CA environment, with a Microsoft Excel application 
developed to calculate compensations associated with cross-border flows. This work also included the 
development of a methodology to assess electricity transit impacts on losses based on the measurement 
of actual flows. Calculation data indicate that in accordance with this methodology the financial situation 
of the energy systems, i.e. final remuneration, is very close to actual results for 20�2.

The foregoing leads to the conclusion that the calculation data obtained by this methodology are very 
Close to the actual annual remunerations. Importantly, such calculations were made using the 20�2 results 
which did not include the commissioning of the Datka Substation in Kyrgyzstan. However, it should be 
noted that the proposed model is versatile, allowing calculations to include new facilities and power lines.
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The results of calculations of loss and contribution to CAPS for the year
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The results of this work were presented to the representatives of the Central Asian power systems 
during the meeting of the Task Force on Regional Energy Cooperation in Central and South Asia in 
Astana, Kazakhstan. CDC Energiya also presented the outcomes to the Coordination Power Council 
of Central Asia, decision making body of UPS CA, in October 20�3. Further follow-up activities on this 
study will be determined upon submission of the written comments by the countries involved.
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